
Internet Futures



My Aim:

share some thoughts
about the Internet
and its future

think about some
of the major
factors that will
shape our future
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and regularly being 
taken by
surprise!



Can the Internet

do a better job
of matching
technology to
user needs?
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1. Observe the situation and
what’s happening

2. Believe what we see

3. Understand where this may lead
us and what options may be
presented on the way
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shift

of
power

technology push and network architecture
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technology

Web 2.0 enabled user generated
content

QoS

Network VPNs

IMS
surplus enables
divergence

for
simplicity
performance

and

++



technology

++

tensions at the lower levels of the technology stack

Users simply want applications to work

Network operators often
base their business model
on driving complexity into
the network

So who really wants a simple
end-to-end IP network?

And who is willing to pay
For it?
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Packet pushing is a commodity utility activity

Traditional revenue streams are vaporizing

Investors are still nervous about telcos
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Business
modelling

Informed decision making about
network infrastructure
investment is the key to the
next few years!
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.. involving users  
and other stake-holders

with different

relationships

new roles being defined

++
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So where are
we heading

user - drive, production
p2p,content, ..

involving users

partners

?

Reinvention:

new

and different business models

commodity utility
network operation

User-centric applications,
not network-centric services

Value shift up
the protocol stack

network

high capacity
packet pushing



a closing thought …
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Thank You!


